
These nine songs, once recorded (as usual for the band, by
Santi Garcia), are already available for digital downloadings
since this past March. After that, and before summer, differ-
ent record labels around the world (Lollipop Records in
France, Indierect Records in the USA and Lone Star in
Germany) will release different and exclusive 7-inch singles,
with one or two tracks per single. In september, BCore will
release the whole CD with 9 songs. The jazzy and latin touch
of  "When the shadows cross the river", the post-hardcore
landscapes of  "Your best friend is dead", the indie simplici-
ty of "Old man", the bossanova-lounge of "Summer days" and
the covers of Music Machine and Los Canarios prove that,
since some months on we're discovering Tokyo Sex
Destruction as brave, imaginative and prolific like never
before.

As a extra stuff include their out of print MCD "The big red
box for the syndicate of emotions" and a song from their split
single with Zeidun.

Tracklist:

1.All the people get ready!

2.No reason, nowhere

3.Old man

4.People in me (Music Machine)

5.Summer days

6.When the shadows cross the river

7.Your best friend is dead

8.Old man (Acoustic Version)

9. Get on your knees (Los Canarios)

10. Revolution

11. Power to the people

12. Another day

13. What's the limit of time?

14. Soul Music Fm 1977

15. Soul Music Party nº1

Selling points

. 9 new songs + 6 Bonus tracks. Their sold out

MCD "The big red box for the syndicate of emo-

tions" (Bcore, 03) + a song from their split 7”

with Zeidun.

. Fifth release. "Le Red Soul Communnitee (10

points program)" (Bcore, 02), "The big red box for

the syndicate of emotions" (Bcore, 03), "Black

noise is the new sound!" (Bcore, 03) y "5th

avenue south" (Bcore, 05)

. Produced by Santi Garcia at Ultramarinos Costa

Brava Studios (Sant Feliu de Guíxols).
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1.All the people get ready!

3.Old man

9. Get on your knees (Los Canarios)


